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Abstract—This tutorial provides an overview of challenges to designing
and implementing reliable integrated circuits and systems, and suggests
areas for future study. It illustrates some concepts in detail, explaining
the challenges of appropriately considering the impact of temperature on
reliability in fault-tolerant systems. Finally, it points out considerations
that may influence adoption of reliability modeling and optimization
techniques and stresses the importance of considering the most relevant
fault processes during reliability modeling and optimization.

I. S OURCES OF N EW R ELIABILITY P ROBLEMS
Unexpected system-level reliability problems are rooted in specification and design flaws, including errors caused by variations in
the fabrication process or runtime environment, for it is ultimately
the responsibility of the system designer to understand and work
in the context of these variations. In order to simplify the design
process and permit greater specialization, it is common for system
designers to assume that real-world operating environments are well
approximated by simplified or static models. When these assumptions
are incorrect, unreliable systems result. When changes to applications
or fabrication technologies invalidate old simplifications or support
new simplifications, there are opportunities for new system-level
reliability modeling and optimization techniques.
What influences on reliability have been changing? There has been
a trend toward increasing power density (and variation in power
density), device count, and number of mostly-independent processor
cores. There has recently been a significant amount of work on
system-level and architectural reliability enhancement techniques,
much of which has considered multi-core systems [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5]. There is also increasing interest in non-CMOS device technologies due to anticipated eventual physical and economic limitations
for CMOS [6]. Applications are changing, as well; complex portable
computers equipped with numerous sensors and wireless communication interfaces (i.e., smartphones) are already in common use [7].
These environment- and behavior-aware platforms are enabling new
applications. Applications and operating systems are now reaching
the level of sophistication required for near-continuous on-line adaptation of resource use to the requirements of users and environments.
This adaptation has the potential to improve efficiency and reliability but it complicates reliability modeling and optimization. Other
applications (e.g., wireless sensor networks) require deployment of
inexpensive computers into harsh environments [8], [9].
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II. S UMMARY OF R ELIABILITY P ROBLEM T YPES
We now briefly summarize classes of reliability problems to
provide context for subsequent discussion of reliability modeling and
optimization techniques. A system or component fails when it does
not meet its specified requirements [10]. A system experiences a fault
when it enters an incorrect state, e.g., as the result of the failure of a
component within the system. A fault-tolerant system can continue
to honor its specifications even in the presence of a fault, e.g., by
using redundant components when a component fails.
Specification and design: Errors in specifying the requirements
of a system, and in refining these requirements until they have a
form, efficiency, and level of detail consistent with the chosen implementation technology, are presently responsible for a very substantial
portion (most likely the vast majority) of system faults [11]. The
relevant problems are hard and receiving attention from researchers
working on language design [12], formal verification [13], software
engineering [14], operating system and middleware design [15], and
hardware synthesis [3].
Permanent faults most commonly result when physical structures within an integrated circuit wear out. Example wear processes follow: electromigration [16], [17], time-dependent dielectric
breakdown [16], [18], stress migration [16], thermal cycling [19],
and negative-bias temperature instability [20]. The rates of many
dominant integrated circuit wear processes depend strongly on
temperature. As a result, temperature-aware reliability models are
required, especially for systems experiencing substantial run-time
temperature variation. Imprecision in characterization of integrated
circuit fabrication and wear state and limitations in current fault
modeling techniques result in the use of stochastic models. Although
there exist some fundamental limits on knowledge of precise wear
state, the primary limitation is economic. It is likely that stochastic
models operating with incomplete state information will see continued use in the future. However, their distributions can be narrowed by
using improved wear models as well as test-time [21] and run-time
characterization [22]. Spatial redundancy can be used to compensate
for permanent faults, but temporal redundancy is insufficient.
Transient and intermittent faults are the result of short-term
or occasional changes in system state that do not cause permanent
damage to the physical structures comprising the system. Single-event
upsets in CMOS-based systems are increasing in importance due to
decreasing operating voltages and charge storage node capacitances.
In particular, the failure rate due to impact by high-energy neutrons
produced by cosmic rays interacting with the atmosphere are rapidly
increasing in rate as a result of process scaling [23]. Many non-CMOS
device technologies are susceptible to transient and intermittent faults,

e.g., random background offset charge effects in single-electron
tunneling transistors [24], [25].
Transient faults may also be caused by noise that was not predicted
due to incomplete models of interaction among circuit components as
a result of capacitive or inductive coupling [26] or voltage fluctuation
in the power delivery network [27]. Difficult transient fault problems
have a few themes. Their timing may be difficult to predict due to
dependence on physical phenomena that cannot be controlled and
are not practical to measure until after a fault has occurred, e.g.,
the impact of subatomic particles. In some cases, the faults are
theoretically possible to predict, but the required modeling complexity
is so high that the problem is computationally intractable, e.g., some
types of crosstalk. Both temporal and spatial redundancy can be used
to compensate for transient faults. Whether temporal redundancy
is sufficient to compensate for intermittent faults depends on the
durations between state changes.
Influence of operating and fabrication parameter variation:
Simplified (e.g., deterministic or static) models of operating parameters can be used to accelerate the design process. However, if
parameters such as such as combinational logic delay and wear rate
depend on parameters that vary (e.g., fabrication process variation
or run-time temperature and current density variation), the cost of
rapid design can be poor reliability or the need to use large guard
bands, thereby degrading other metrics such as performance or energy
consumption. Researchers have considered increasing the accuracy
(and complexity) of permanent fault models used during systemlevel design. This requires either that stochastic models be used to
capture the effects of uncertainty and/or that test-time or run-time
measurements be used to (indirectly) capture variations of interest.
III. T EMPERATURE -AWARE R ELIABILITY M ODELING
AND O PTIMIZATION
Modeling and optimization are tightly coupled in temperatureaware design of fault-tolerant systems. Adaptive changes in system
state caused by or related to faults impact future fault probabilities.
As a consequence, it is necessary for information to flow among
fault modeling and optimization infrastructures. This can be easily
illustrated by considering a fault tolerant architecture that adapts to
permanent faults caused by temperature-dependent fault processes.
Each adaptation influences performance, power consumption, temperature, and reliability in difficult to predict ways.
III.A. Interactions Among Power Consumption, Temperature,
and Reliability
Figure 1 illustrates the relationships among power consumption,
temperature, reliability, and process variation. Dashed boxes indicate
the processes by which one attribute affects others. Dynamic and
leakage power consumption are at the roots of many problems. Rapid
changes in dynamic power consumption can result in transient voltage
fluctuations as a result of the distributed inductance and resistance
in off-chip and on-chip power delivery networks. These dI/dt
effects, indicated by dashed boxes in Figure 1, can change logic
combinational path delays, resulting in timing violations. This can
cause transient faults or require reduction in processor frequency, i.e.,
guard-banding. High dynamic power consumption implies high current density, resulting in accelerated wear and permanent faults due
to processes such as electromigration. Dynamic power consumption
produces heat, which increases temperature. The effects of leakage

Figure 1. Overview of interactions among power consumption, temperature,
and reliability (based on existing figure [28]).

power consumption are similar, with the exception of dI/dt-related
problems. In general, leakage power variation is smaller than dynamic
power variation. Both dynamic and leakage power consumption
decrease battery lifespans in portable devices and increase server
electric bills.
Increased power consumption increase temperature. Thermal profiles depend on the temporal and spatial distribution of power as
well as the system cooling and packaging solutions. High temperature decreases threshold voltage, resulting in increased subthreshold
leakage power consumption but improving transistor performance.
In addition, it decreases charge-carrier mobility, decreasing transistor
and interconnect performance. Finally, temperature has a large impact
on many permanent fault processes.
Process variation influences transient fault rate via changes to
critical timing paths; permanent fault rate via changes to numerous
parameters such as wire and insulator dimensions; leakage power
consumption via changes in dopant concentration; and dynamic
power consumption.
As Figure 1 illustrates, the relationships among power, temperature,
process variation, and reliability are complex. Controlling power,
temperature, and reliability requires modeling across multiple design
levels and consideration and control of runtime behavior. In summary,
reliability models depend on performance [29], power consumption [30], and thermal models [31], [32], each of which is difficult
to build and often computationally expensive to evaluate.
III.B. Degrees of Modeling and Optimization Complexity
We now describe the various degrees of reliability modeling
complexity and accuracy that might be considered for use in the
design and run-time management of a CMOS integrated circuit.
We will start by contrasting the advantages and disadvantages of a
number of potential levels of modeling sophistication.
1) Ignore the possibility of faults: This case is clearly the simplest and may be reasonable if the application being considered
has weak reliability requirements.
2) Static fault rate without redundancy: In this case, it is
assumed that the fault rates for components within the system
do not change as a function of time. This assumption is
reasonable if the effects of early lifetime faults can be neglected
(perhaps due to burn-in) and the desired lifetime of the system
is so short that wear will not have an opportunity to increase
the fault rate.

3) Wear modeling with static parameters: In this case, the fault
probabilities of devices in the system increase with time as a
result of wear, but the influence of environmental parameters
(e.g., temperature) on wear rate are ignored. This level of
modeling detail may be appropriate for systems used in wellcontrolled environments. However, note that even if the average
conditions of the environment during operation are known,
the degree of variation from those conditions can significantly
influence wear and therefore lifetime estimates. Consider a
CMOS integrated circuit with a temperature that will vary
around a known mean. A number of the dominant sources of
wear in CMOS integrated circuits have associated wear rates
(rw ) that depend on temperature (T ) as follows:
rw = k1 e(−k2 /T ) ,

(1)

where k1 and k2 are independent of temperature. Due to
this non-linear dependence, accurate wear modeling requires
knowledge of operating temperature distribution.
4) Wear modeling with environment-dependent parameters:
At this level of modeling complexity, the specific values of parameters influencing fault rate and wear rate (e.g., temperature,
current density, gate oxide thickness, or altitude) are considered
during the design process. Moreover, these parameters may
vary with time, from integrated circuit to integrated circuit,
or even among devices within the same integrated circuit. It
may first seem that knowing the distribution for each parameter
would be sufficient even for wear rates with non-linear dependence on the parameters of interest (e.g., Equation 1). However,
due to memory effects, some fault processes require time series
for accurate wear modeling, e.g., thermal cycling [19] and
negative-bias temperature instability [20]. As a result, accurate
modeling requires prediction of parameter fluctuation. This
leaves the designer in a quandary: the temporal variations in reliability model parameters have short timescales (e.g., seconds)
while the timescales over which there are substantial changes
in wear state are long (e.g., months). A naı̈ve approach to
this estimation problem would require extraordinary simulation
time.
5) Advanced wear modeling with fault detection and on-line
adaptation: It is at this point where we first consider non-trivial
fault-tolerance techniques. Thus far, we have considered modeling the dependence of fault rate on environmental conditions
and time. However, the system behavior was static. If, instead,
the system adapts to faults dynamically, e.g., by changing the
tasks assigned to components or transmissions associated with
interconnects, the interaction between reliability models and
optimization techniques becomes more complex. The chosen
fault tolerance policy influences subsequent environmental conditions and therefore subsequent fault probabilities.
For example, consider a system containing four homogeneous processors, one idle and three active. If an active
processor fails, and it is necessary for the system to preserve
computational throughput, it would be possible to either increase the load on the remaining two active processors or leave
their loads constant but activate the idle processor. Determining which decision would lead to more favorable reliability
conditions would require understanding its implications for
parameters impacting reliability, e.g., temperature. That would

require understanding the power management implications of
the decision and evaluating power and thermal models. Note
that the consequences of each decision must be evaluated, and
that doing so may require other similar decisions leading up to
eventual system failure. In short, temperature-aware reliability
modeling of fault-tolerant systems is particularly challenging,
especially in the presence of power management techniques.
6) Advanced wear modeling with fault detection, on-line
adaptation, and on-line uncontrolled state estimation: The
previously described analysis applies to systems in which all
fault tolerance policies are pre-planned based on the predicted
wear and fault patterns. However, additional run-time information may be available about fault locations and times (via
fault detection [33]) and wear states (via on-line testing [22]).
Fault tolerance policies might therefore be adaptively optimized
on-line. Although the estimation necessary to support such a
technique might at first seem computationally intractable, if the
time spans over which substantial wear occurs are measured in
months, not minutes, the overhead might be tolerable.
Note that all of these modeling and optimization problems are further complicated by significant variation in fault-relevant parameters
among components.
This section has indicated some of the reasons why accurate
reliability modeling can be challenging for systems with variable
thermal profiles, particularly when the models are used to optimize
fault tolerance policies.
IV. C ONSIDERATIONS W HEN S ELECTING R ELIABILITY
M ODELING AND O PTIMIZATION T ECHNIQUES FOR U SE
The previous section might leave readers with the impression
that developing increasingly detailed and accurate reliability models
constitutes progress. However, the characterization and computational
complexities of following this path to its logical conclusion would be
unacceptable. Is is therefore important to first determine which particular fault processes are relevant for the technology, environment,
and system requirements under consideration. We now list a number
of questions appropriate for reliability modeling or optimization
techniques being considered for use.
1) Are the fault processes considered by the work dominant for
the planned implementation technology?
2) Do the proposed reliability enhancement techniques operate
at the most appropriate design levels, e.g., system through
physical level for guaranteeing hard task deadlines and celllevel for tolerating fabrication errors in array structures.
3) Are the assumptions in the work consistent with the expected
operating environment parameter values, e.g., temperature, current density, and altitude?
4) What is the net benefit of the proposed technique, considering
increased design time, debugging complexity, and testing time,
as well as changes to production processes and team organization?
The last question is critically important. Design and testing teams
are under constant, extreme time pressure. Changes to the design and
testing processes that increase complexity and time divert resources
from other reliability enhancement efforts.
V. I DENTIFYING D OMINANT FAULT P ROCESSES
Commonly, only the system designers have enough information
to determine which fault processes will be dominant. In fact, it

is common for such information to be unknown even to system
designers. This is especially true in the case of new ad hoc system
designs that are not closely related to the designer’s prior experience
or case studies in the reliability literature. For example, consider
the wireless sensor network deployed in the “Bird’s Nest” Olympic
Stadium in Beijing [34]. One might expect this system to fail as
a result of battery energy depletion and component wear, focusing
one’s modeling efforts on these potential problems. In fact, a rain
storm and leaky roof damaged a large portion of the system. We have
heard many similar reliability related anecdotes from other system
designers, many of which remain unpublished. It is important for
system designers to carefully determine which fault processes to
consider and model during the design process.
I would like to conclude this section with a plea to system
designers. Whenever deploying a system in which reliability might be
a concern, recording and publishing as much information about the
faults and their causes as possible will enable reliability researchers
to appropriately prioritize and focus their work. I would be happy to
build a website for this purpose. Please contact the author if you are
interested in having reliability case studies or anecdotes posted.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Research opportunities in reliable system design track technology
and application changes that invalidate assumptions used to simplify
modeling, or make new assumptions valid. We have pointed out
a few ongoing trends, explained the challenges of temperaturedependent reliability modeling and optimization, indicated considerations influencing whether adopting a particular reliability modeling or
enhancement technique is beneficial, and pointed out the importance
of carefully selecting fault processes for consideration.
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